Bude

and the Surrounding Area

Bude, the area ‘where the coast
meets the countryside’ contains
some of the most spectacular coastal
scenery in the British Isles, much of it
designated as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. Access to wide open
spaces, with a variety of wildlife
habitats is easy on foot, by bike or car.
Enjoy the freedom of the open roads
in the north of the county where
traffic jams and stress are rare, but
if you wish to explore further afield,
virtually anywhere in Devon or
Cornwall is all in a day trip.
For the less athletic, there is Bude
Canal, with flat tow-path walks,
marshes, thriving wetland and
recreational areas provide excellent
access for birdwatchers, walkers
and cyclists.

Bude Sea Pool

The area is almost chameleon-like
as it changes throughout the year
to satisfy the different needs of its
visitors. The weather here is kind
and Bude boasts its own eco-climate
which, with low rainfall and high
sunshine hours, often bears little
resemblance to regional or
national forecasts.
The warm months either side of
summer are wonderful for walkers
as the cliff tops at Bude are one of
the most spectacular sections of the
South West Coast Path.

Those looking for history will find
much to explore. Bude’s maritime
museum, canal and unique sea-lock
boast the history of the town, along
with the battleground at Stratton and
the dozens of beautiful churches in
the area.

Families too find the small, friendly
resort of Bude an ideal holiday base.
There are miles of sandy beaches
to enjoy and they are consistently
commended for cleanliness.
Lifeguards are on duty during the
summer months and there is a
tide-washed open-air pool located
at Summerleaze Beach. Nearby are
many family attractions offering
something for every age group and
providing real value for money days
out and happy memories to last
a lifetime.

In recent years Bude has excelled as
a centre for activity sports. Surfing
has always been popular with the
wild coastline and Atlantic breakers
providing a special challenge. More
recently, canoeing and kayaking on
the river and Canal, abseiling down
real cliffs and many other sporting
opportunities have enthralled new
generations of visitors, many of
whom return year after year.
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The Bude Canal was built primarily
to transport sea sand, rich in lime,
to farms in North Cornwall & West
Devon where the soil was poor. Seagoing vessels using the sea locks
with a depth of 15 feet on an average
spring tide brought coastal cargoes
of limestone coal and general
merchandise.
On the higher wharf, grain and
cargo were stored in Pethericks
Building, which has sadly since been
demolished, although one building
still remains which has been
converted into flats. At the far end of
the wharf lime kilns functioned and
the remains of one are still visible to
this day. There was also a foundry
and a timber mill, which later
became a steam laundry and has
now been converted into four houses.
In the same vicinity boat building
and repairs took place, with boats
travelling to and from the sea via
the sea locks and up the canal
past Falcon Bridge, then through a
swing bridge which has now been
replaced with a static bridge. There
is considerable support though to
reinstate a swing bridge on this site.

Some original Wharf buildings
survive - the Olive Tree, the Bark
House (home to The Kitchen Front),
the Lock Gate Tea Rooms and the
small independently run shops along
the canal side - which used to be the
blacksmith's shop.
The storms of 1997 severely damaged
the unique sea locks but extensive
funding ensured that the locks
have now been reinstated. English
Heritage had marked the locks as a
Listed Structure and insisted they
be replaced by green oak. A supplier
was found in the Netherlands
but initially the new locks
commissioned did not fit and an
additional section had to be attached
to each gate. The work to replace
them was completed in October 2000
at a cost of around £1/2 million and
the locks were first used for vessels
early in May 2001 with an official
opening in June of the same year.

However, thanks to the Bude Canal
Regeneration Project many original
features of the canal have been
restored, including the locks, bridges,
towpaths & lower wharf. Combined
with the regeneration has been
the provision of the Bude Tourist
Information and Canal Interpretation
Centre. This innovative showpiece
exhibition and information centre
has recently opened its doors.
Visitors to the centre will find all
they need to know about the Canal
and information walks and leaflets
encouraging you to explore the canal
and all its heritage on foot, canoe,
kayak or rowing boat. Worth a visit!

Sadly, over the last century the canal
itself has fallen into disuse. Sections
were sold and mother Nature
reclaimed the land and only a small
stretch, from Bude to Helebridge,
remained navigable.
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